

**Congregational Needs**  
October 5, 2020

Ruo Turner—recovery—extensive jaw surg
Abigail Starley-U of M Hospital, infection
David Kennedy—recovery—throat surgery
Sandy Norris—healing, faulty heart valve
Dorinda Owen—carotid artery issues
Donna Lee Nelson—relief from back pain
Nancy Iredale—in CA, safety from fires
Danny Sien—heart valve issue, surgery
Michi Lambert—breast cancer surg 10/22
Steve McCrady—breathing/health issues
Linda Grabowski—family health needs
Betty McCorry—lupus, bone marrow needs
Myrl Eskridge—struggles with Parkinson’s

Bill Smigala—gain strength
Joyce Bono—healing of vision problems
Judy & Alberto Nunez—health & finances
Sophia Papadopoulos—family issues
Christa Stolley—struggling w/symptoms
Barbara Caputo—eye concerns, knee pain
Jim Carlson—ongoing stroke recovery
Mona Glass—family needs
Kathy Parel—Lou—increasing care needs
LaMercie Pierre—health needs
Peter Reilly—health needs
Janet Helmers—health needs

---

**Our Sympathy** to the family of Nancy Britt who passed away on 9/22.

“Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of His saints.” Psalm 116:15

---

**Family Members & Friends with Various Needs**

Susie Miller has serious health issues. Ann needs recovery from hip surgery, and needs living arrangements. Steve’s sister needs recovery from pancreatic cancer treatment. Al is hospitalized with serious health issues and needs salvation. Lena is suffering from brain cancer. Pray for comfort for Connie in the tragic loss of her son Justin. Jim is battling liver cancer. Jean needs recovery from bladder cancer surgery. Marti needs recovery from a fall and fractured pelvis. Melissa is getting chemo for breast cancer. Frank needs strength in dealing with diabetes issues. Steve Van Eck needs recovery from back surgery. Wendy has many health complications. Gregory needs recovery from eye cancer. Sal is in rehab from two strokes. Craig’s mother is diagnosed with lung cancer. Eddy Boharic is battling multiple myeloma. Ana needs recovery from colon surgery. Peter has liver failure and is waiting for a transplant. Crystal has financial and job needs. Don is recovering from a severe foot infection. Annette needs recovery from cancer. Anna and Isabel are in difficult times. Linda has immune and heart issues. Ashley is recovering from a soccer injury and knee surgery. Tavitha and Annoosh have health needs. Sandy and Linda are suffering with bone cancer.  and Joy McSveeny have difficult health needs. John’s mother is alone and elderly. Dominique is in prison and is studying the Bible. Scott, Tonya, and Brenda have been very sick. Bill Upchurch needs recovery from cancer. Krista is in treatment for ewing cancer. George needs surgery to remove a tumor. Caron has bad headaches. Wilner is suffering from depression. Emmanuel has a brain tumor. Many special friends are fighting cancer.

Pray for various needs: Kristin, Robert, Hassan, Denise, Daniel, Patricia, Tim, Chris, Diana, Robin, Tom, Mindy, Ester, Amy & Gary, Nicole, Jim, Michelle, Karl, Camille, Sara, Jaret, Aaron, Leslie, Candice’s family, Ciara, Jordan, Mindy, Josephine, Leslie, Lyndsay, Angela.

---

**This God—His way is perfect; the word of the LORD proves true; He is a shield for all those who take refuge in Him.**  
Psalm 18:30

---

**Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and He will direct your paths. Prov 3:5-6**